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™

The latest in flood
management technology
Predict future flooding events with our flood risk
management technology and be alerted of any changes
in weather patterns that may lead to rising waters; a key
tool in preventing downtime and limiting disruption.

Climate change is bringing increasing frequency of significant
flooding events and incidences of extreme weather.
Adler & Allan’s Flood Risk Management
Technology FloodMarshal ™ is the most advanced
of its kind and helps businesses to understand
their flood risk and subsequent threats to
business continuity.
FloodMarshal ™ technology predicts future
flash flooding events across a business’ sites
and alerts the customer of any changes in
weather patterns that may lead to rising waters.
Organisations have a whole picture of the flood
risk across their business to ensure business
continuity is achieved and the relevant measures
can be put in place.

WHY?

Business property suffered the most at the
hands of the infamous storms of 2015/2016 with
an impact cost estimated around £530 million.
Going forward, the UK is predicted to be one
of the country’s worst affected by rising water
levels; utilising A&A’s industry-leading software
will provide the commercial sector with valuable
information that could lead to significant longterm savings from disruption.

About Adler & Allan’s flood risk management
software, FloodMarshal™ :

HOW?

•

By understanding risk, steps can be taken
to mitigate against it - be that through the
implementation of flood plans and defences,
prioritising the safety of key assets, or by
considering a move to safer premises and
avoiding investment in a site that may flood in
the future.

WHAT?

Delivered as a stand-alone service, or as part
of A&A’s 360° flood resilience service, designed
to help businesses prepare, protect, respond
and recover from flooding, FloodMarshal ™ gives
UK businesses the information to prevent
downtime, limit disruption and make the right
decisions when it comes to operational safety
and efficiency.
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Disseminates flood warnings timely and
accurately to enable critical decisions,
delivered by automated email and SMS alerts
Is fully integrated with the Environment
Agency and Natural Resources Wales Data for
Risk of Flooding by Rivers, Seas and Surface
Water
Provides users with automated flood risk
scores based on geospatial data
Enables management of mitigation
equipment, costs, business continuity plans
and prioritisation of investment in assets
Updated every 15 minutes with the nearby
river gauge and rainfall gauge data
Follows social media outlets such as Twitter
to track crowdsourced flood events
Intuitive dashboards, reports and charting for
rapid analysis

For more information about FloodMarshal™ or
to organise your free consultation please email
floodservices@adlerandallan.co.uk or call us on
0800 592 827.

